
• . David karwell 
A sassination Records Review Board 
6 E St., IM second floor 
U shington, DC 20530 

D-ar -ar. Narwell, 

When your letter of the tenth rezele4 me it was not possible for me to reply. It will 

n est be possible to make much response today because we'll have visitors soon. I will res-

pond to the" degreeI am able to when I have the time. And am up to it. I reminet you of 

mist your letter does notieflect yoelcall free what I wrote earlier, last year, in fact, 

which this is your first- and woefully incomplete-response. I'll get to that. Hope 

f ily I'll be 62 in less than a month. I am of limited mobility, cannot use stairs, may 

• n t stand still,Es ineearching files and Yefiline, mutO keep my legs elevated when not 

w lking, cannot use a computer, and as you can see, this old typewriter is in some ways 

d fective and Mekes my unavoidably bad typing worse. 

If it is not in my letters I did tell Jeremy Lunn when he was here where the files 

of my DJ appeals are and indicated the magnitude of them and the reason for that. 

Tley take up three full file drawers. So it should be apparent that it is not within pes-

stbility with your 4., which asks for "a list of those appeals." Which are in our base-

ment. But Jim teoar should have just about all of them. 

I read you clearly when you conclude, "It is always helpful when such requests are 

ecise, documented and clear." I also read you unclearlf when you say in your 5., 

"Io.also understand you to be suggesting that-the Archives furnished you with 

some documents relating to the assassination that had not been turned over to the 

erehives.1,  . 

I am sympathetic to the probimes yee have froeehlee so much nonsense and worse dumped 

1 you by those who lack knowledge of the fact and believe what they imagine or want to 

e real is real when it is not. But it is up to you(plural) to discriminate. That does 

ske knowledge I doubt any of you begins with. So, it is a real Troblemo 

You may not have thought of it but there is nothing you can do that can mean mudh 

o me on a personal basis at my age and in the State of my health. I am trying to help 

ou meet the obligations you (always unless4clearly otherwise in the plural) under-

ook. If I wound up with grounds for a suit, how could I nee undertake to sue? 

Many if not most of those who had made appeals to you believe that, there will be a 

molting gun in what the agencies have withheld. That is not possible. The Crime itself 

las never inliatigated officia]iy, was never intended to be, and the records thus cannot 

old any solutions or leads to be followed by private person4-, 

What I believe is now most important for the record foreeir history is raking clear 

wha'c, the egencies did and did not do in that time of greatcrisis and ever since then. , / 
th, wait:put any question at•all resulted in our history being corrupted and the people ..30 



ing deceiveq and misl+ thereby. From my not inconsiserable experience this is one 

t e greatestWuses of popular disenhantment with government. If any of you, particularly 

tle professional historians, doubt this, I welcome them with their tape recorders and 

t 	questions. 

If the Board and its staff do not come to underdtand this it handicaps itself so 

t it will not be possible for it, with the best of intentions, to meet its mandate 

a it ulll add to the great copular disenchantment. 

iiithout a basic understanding of the realities the baord's wheelsewill be spinning 

without taking it where it wants to goo With the waste of enormous times 

I think you compound this problem for tu 	 r rselves in you6. I asked of the board 

o that it do what you say it is to do, to get the records disclosed. I have not read 

t e Prival Act since enactment but I doubt the requirement that each intending to 

voke it invoke it personally or through counsel. But once that records are at the 

chilms- and not until then - I carntrilt invoke the Privacy/ict, with the Archives. 

N t with the board. 

If What I told the board is not aile"? adquate for its asking the agencies for those 

✓ cords it has not so informed me. Or are you taking the position that to begin with 

y u must have the proof that could lead to an indicment to ask a question and for records 

exist? 

For example, your 3. Can you not ask the CIA if .Praeger had any connection with it? 
T e Church committee exposed this. It was in the papers. Do you think the CIA would dare 

e about this? 

You make no reference to what I wrote the board about E. Howard Hunt and his New 

rk address ping that of Littauer a: Wilkinosn when that literary agency first liked 

first book an thet killed deal i took it for that book. Jim Loser should be able to 

s ve you the time of sending someone to the Library of Congress to check old copies of 

WIDiS Who. Until I think 1969 Hunt listed that cis his businesseddress. (Wilkinson id 
4) 	At_ 

al so his agent.) That there was a CIA foundation The Littauer Foundation is also p 

D viciesels The Espionage Ei4ablishment, as I recall, included it in quite a list of 

em. The CIA. knows that. Do you think it would lie if you asked it? About that? 

And when the crime itself was never officially investigated and was never intended 

o be - as is without any question at all -is not what the agencies did to those who 

ote other than in support of tke official mythology a most important part of the 

lopitt4 verall? 

As I told you, it is not 	11_ possible -for me to make searches for you. Cr 

or myself in mywritings Are you afraid to ask the agencies like the CIA and the*? 

o ask them to respond under oath? To ask that unless impossible all ffirmations be of 

.scmal knowledge? (They lie their heads,off and the courts, faced with overwhelming/  

roofs, accepted that.) 



Why in the country of Tho First Amendment sivuld it be any interest of any 
a . rency what anyariter chosen to write?,1)r to interfwere with thatwriting in any way? 

If you beigin manifesting fear of
i
then you'll end that way and largely in failure. 

If you do not ask then hard questions to beina with how do you think, with their 

e.Terience, they will interpret that? and then act? 

Have you asked the CIA for a list of all its filing systems,of whatever nature, 

d who has first-person knowledge of them? Have you asked this of the FBI/Have you 

asked the FBI who can make first-person attestation to what is in its Central Files? 

0 where else it h-s records other than in its central files, at headquarters and in 

t le field offices? I [DU Cfere,1 yi‘ 	14-4t 1"4.1 " 
If you have gone this far into yout mandate without learning this basic inform:- 

t on how'an you expect to meet your mandate? 

While I am still able to .1_ am quite willing, if any agencies denia what I wrote the 

bard, with their denials under oath, to respond myself under oath, making myself sub- 

i 

t e DJ to explain away- and before that judge it did - unquestionable perjury b atelling 
a4444/147a 

I could made such charges ad infinitim since I knew more about the ag and its 
1 

vestigations than anyone working fof the FBI. 

If I were yoanger and not so limited in what 'Van do I'd be willing to do your work „ 
f r you but now I cannot. And I suggest you should not teeint me to. I made statements to 

y u. I an willing to attest to what I sent the bard. So with all the months since then, 

w icy should I not ask you what apu have done about it?' 

Fflar example, and if you have learned *thing about how the CIA works in FOIPA cases 

these months# you shouldiknow this: the CIA keel* a copy of all it discloses.I told 

y u when and how it disclosed that its office of security had two files on me it did not 
ve its rmeral counsel when he sought to respond. to my requests. All you need do to 

.arn that is ask for a duplicate of what it then disclosed to me. ((You'll lair find in 

that I gave Jimmy Roosevelet ^for his father what .1 DR used L. 

aimed nazi putsch in SantiagoIChile.) 

If I recall correctly I told the board that the FBI 

I had a personat relationship with a Soviet national ins' 
42"44011)1 "/ 

zinc correspondent, which is utteTly--TaILN and in that 

that record parapheased. Does the board need more than ti 
2 ie board regards the responsibilities it assumed. Or how 

history? 

-Lou have, from me, an FBI retord reflecting that it prepared "dossiers" vbn the 

ember)/of the Warren ;̀onmdssion, on, its staff two times and that it priparet "sex 

dossiers" on the ritics. 19e yob made auL.7-  effort to get • those records? (I am not 

Jae 41,7-A4 frttinotolier 

ct to the penalties of perjury. I did that for a cbcade without a peep. Other than for 

firesaid chat about a 

disclosed recor stating that 
loasi

12!4 
at - 

a, the Fn sy vile]. I was a ma-
t 	11 

d the basic records 

at? If so then I 14iiider how 

it expects the be regarded 



uggesting violating anyone privacy.) Have you any doubt about the only uses that can 

a made of such dossiers"? 

I could eo on and on with. such thtnge. And tkat the FBI spent tax money to prepare 

f uAudite New.Yetik layer iawyere to ruin me and my first book, as its own disclosed 

r‘cords state. (That I am grateful to the FBI for this is another matter, but I assure 

y u I am because of how that worked out!) 

When federal agencies do such thing as this and more of which I've informed the board, 

cm their be any real doubtthat one of _the most important areas fpr the board in its 

w rk is what the agencied did and did not do after the assassination? 

If the board is to make a report I hope it doe7'not forget that we have and some 

o LIB still cherish The First imendment! 

With further regard to your 1. before 1  musts sispend, that record was a I internal L 
memo that had no file number of it. It does not, a4 I think 1  indicated, represent the 
oxneLee; of a file, your question. It reports the g2T-iqtqASP °Ng files on me in OS. 

Mark Lynch, then ukith the ACLU, asked me for a copy of it when the Congress was 

c nsidering amendments to MIA. I may have given Jim Lesar a copy. But my file is in 

t o basement to which I no longer havalaleess. I'll try to think of where I may have a 

d plicate. If I have one in my office files I'll include it. 

With regard to ynat 2.)  it is my recollectiogthat Zetold you that the printout gotten 
for me shows only as I recall six CIA records relating to me and. they were not supplied 

the Archives bljethe CIA. That printout discloses no's a single disclosed record on me 

d sclosed by the CIA. How it frustrated FOIA assassindtioncompliance I do hope the board 

considers with its mandate: 

But to leave this without question, the printout discloser that the CIA itaf has 

n t given the Archives a single record# relating to me and none of the correspondence 

✓ lating to the assassination and to the disclosure of relevant records. Not one page! 

Resumed two days later. Do you really expect the agencies to be helpful to you, 

really cooperate genuinely, tv expose themselves? 

I refer above to FBI defamations of me. Its own already disclosed records reflect 

did that to prevent disclosures of assassination information. It even rotted copies 

t• Civil Division layers handling my FOIA cases. Which, by the way, is also an effective 

mans of intimidation. And it worked that way.bw limy in government are willing to in-

FBI wrath? Or expect to survive it? 

Both the FBI and the CIA made their records relating to critics and their work part 

the overall history of the assassinations. Aat the CIA used its "assets" to the end" 
o interfering with our assassination work is already public in some of its disclosed 

✓ cords.As I recall I gave the board a lead on Sir John Sparrow being used that way. 

Il all these months you have done.nothing.to  learn anything about this and related mat- 
t rs? 



1,1016; hse Clearl:t you haven't about Praeger. Oh ofi 04"--Lrimiterd-01  
.L believe I told the board that the FBI has at least one tape of an Oswald 1iexico 

Ulty phone intercept and transcripts of it. It lap :ens that I had some records relating 

tc this in Hy office. I attach Dallas 'FBI records from its main assassination file, 

-043, erials 105 lid 104. Of the latter, two different versions. First as entirely 
w-thheld despite no original classification and then as unredacted. These withhOldings 

relating to the CI A's intercepts ere after those intercepts had been disclosed by the 

C A. The unredacted version dislosee that the CIA has transcripts it has nor disclosed. 

0 her disclosed records establish that Rudd had a tape with him, at least one. So it 

1. not true, :.s the CIA had contended, that it automatically destroyed all those tapes. 

With further regard to your 2.,I believe that all the aOncies, not only the CIA, 

sl ould be required to disllose more than their correspondence with me relating to the 

assassination. They should be requiree t disclose all their related internal records 

relating to this correspondence, which includes appeals, and all their records relating 

t any assassination POIA requests and litigation, including all internal records thereof. 

As I indicated earlier, not a single page of that correspondence was sent to the 

chives by the CIA, not a single page relating to POW& litigation, from the 41k0;mt 

A.chives printout, You:tog ask that I "tet" you "knoe exactly what part... had and has 

u already been sent to the Archives." 

The second paragraph of your 6. states that what I_write the board will be part of 

tie available recordSat the Archives. i4y understanding of the 4iva4lAct is that it 

p ovides for more,-  and it is that provision I intend to invoke with the archives when 

tl e records of those defamations are all available. 

	7 asks for identification of records the agencies have destroyed. That question 

should long before this have beenaddressed to theagencies, all of them. Years ago the 

my admitted to me that it had destroyed as I recall its three JFK assassination files. 

1d1 ether or not those included the records of the since disbanded 112th intelligence 

it based in Texas I now do not recall. That unit, which was engaged in dom9Aic Intel-

1 Bence, launched the campaign to identify tswald as a Communist when he sas in fact 

s -rongly anti-Communist. And labelling him a Communist is what enabled the FBI to make 

i-s entirely unacceptable report ordered by the new President acceptable. If-then used 

telt rep_rt to intimidate the Commissiont a a its January 21,1964 executive session tram-

s ipt that I got by FOIL and published in Post hortem makes without question. 

In CA 75-226 the FBI disclosed to me-well, not Hdislcosedu  -alleged by hearsay - that 

a. destroyed the spectrographic plate of the examination of the specimens of glass from 

e 	eindshield. The claimed reason was to save space in the files! And of all the 

s ?ectrographic examinations}  oil that one% It also disclosed that that specimen also no 



onger exists. In that litigation, in our deposing of four FBI Lab agents, we learned 

tlatlione had ordered a haa,and-fibers examination of the front of the President's shirt, 

tire collar area. The agent who ordered it so te$ifiecl. He testified also that he did 

that bcaueu,  he had the same questions lout whether the damages to the shirt could have 

been caused by a bulletos they had not been. No such record was disclosed to me. 

Related in that case th. FBI also gage me a meanigless series of xeroxes of an adding-

m chine tape relating to the neutron activation analyses petPeRoo. performed ollYassassi- 

n Lion evidence. believe it hns more than gibberish after going to all that trouble. 

A sq .2-1 tit litigation the other respondent, then the Energy Research and development 
teintiverraftln 

-:44.ey, successor to the AEC, disclosed much more sqch information. But neither agency 

sclosed any meaniae given to any of that work. Extracting the meaning ewes the purpose 

o eakine-  those test. ene r ason for these withholdings is that, as I  published in Post 
3- 	C,a- 

e rtem, Lhe tsts on the paraffin tests made by the Dallas police turn out to be ex- 
4 	 /V- 

cilpatory. Neither the FBI nor Erda denied what I published after '- published it° . 

And this get5J he to the r ,a1 problem you facell : the agencies know very well not 

oily that Oswald did not kill the President but that their own evide 	establishes that 
9 

h co .1d no You have have what 1  Presume is a somewhatWgarbled version of what was 
I 

n t included in my Case On when it was published. I believe insertions were made where 

i did not intend them to be made. But I think it is nonetheless clear that the official 

e irJence establishes what I say it dthes. 	 ,.,. 

this alone, 1  believee should indicate to you that those agencies are not gning to 

xpose themselves, chat they did and did not do, when the 'resident was killed and there- 
- , 

a ter. 0e, they are not going to disclose what they have in any way relating to this. 

I sngegest also that this gives even more importance to requiring full disclosure 

all records relating in any way to critics and all records relating to what was done 

c and about critics. 

The.rBI disclosed no meanigful records relating to the spectrographic examination 

the curbstone dug up in -ealey Plaza. Not what the plate showed, for example. All it 

disclosed to ee relating to that - published in facsimile in Post hortem, other than an 

"notation. of one page of it by SA Robert grazier in which he wrote what he did not testi- 

to before the 'darren commission. de said t%What the FBI refers to s a "smear" when 
07 

is own phdogrpRhs fastablish here was a -role there, also established by a Dallas record 
el  

think I gave your people when they were here, could have been caused by an automobile 

wheelwright. 

This aLso gets to one of the reasons I said that all records relating to al] FOIA 

itigation should be dislcosed. 

my source on the use of dio and TV deports was a disenchanted employee. Those 

eecOds relate to my appearances in ehicago in as 1  nol-kecall 1968. Not me only, by 



w y. These are j),iong ny  records that have disappeared. The CIA had those trancripts made 
a I think -L bid the board in the name of the 'Libido Affairs Staff, with no indication 

t .lat it was the CIh on the bills, checks in oayment, letterhead or envelopes. Thw CIA can 
✓ spond with only this information but your request should include more, all critics, 

a 1 cities in which IZTITI1 operated and all such agencies. 
Ls 1  nos recall it the account from ';•iiiich those payments were made was in4he Biggs 

tional -bank. IlrFcs that I recall include liarold Ober. I think there was also a Jeanne 

D vis.There 1-10'e other names. At the tire; of the .Viatergate scandals the OIAL let those 

()pie go and ire:_:. the public press they were merely switched to the NSA. Or that function 

c ntinueJ elsewhere. 

I think you have more than enough to make a proper request of the CIA, perhaps also 
o the NSA. If there is any denial, I can get in touch with my source and ask if he will 
g. .ve you an affidavit. It might not be welcomed by his present employers for ithom he is 

is a public role. I can attest to what I recall. 

Then there is What the CIA did with what it got from such sources. 
It did. not go to that trouble and. \::pease for no purpose at all. 

There is much in your letter that trouble:is me much. This is also1true of what it re-

f i ects, that after so long a period o time, when you had an ample basis for asking ques-

t tons, you have asked no questions. It troubleS me, from may extensive experience with some 
o' those agencies, that they will make a corect reading of yo Ur board, what it will and 

well not do, and how it can befustrated. It troubleythe that after so long a time you 

a.e only now undertaking to define the scope of your-iiiork -II:thout any real effort to, 

arn what you should know and understand before you can define it. You may be going 

t iroug;1 the motions but that is not the way to understand what you should be doing or 

t make eublicly available what should. be  made publicly available. 

It is deeply troubling to me that when you have for so many months had allegations 
o violationg of First Smendment rights in connection wit)) the assassination and its in-

v .stigation you have done not a thing about it. You needed no more than the allegation, 

f example, to tell the CIA you have such allatiens Yid you. want to see all it has 
A.44'heiz 	• 

r ..lating to them and anything it has to say about)triose al -evations. lou knew at the same 
t - me that the CIA and its then director were in deliberate diolation of POIA and of PA 
✓ 'dating to the assassination and its investigations and you did nothing, askTN. no ques-

t; ons about that. The Act does require response and as yet there is no response. 
`.,:hat alone should tell you much but you reflect no perception of any meaning in it 

DIA_ ineaeia, after so long a delay, you ask Lie for more information, the very informatibn 

y u should have asked of the CIA. 

If you are familiar with the thrust of 	work you would }mow that it is a study of 

t ie failure of all our basic institutions in. that time of great stress and tragedy and 



e er since then. The way your board is going I fear very much that it also will fail, 
mare so if it defines its mission with more limitation that it should an$if it were 
a equately informed)would define its mission. 

You may wonderf - at the tome of this letter. Among other tit:Lugs I could say I do TY 

d y that you ask of me what you should. know from my qi.....kioc letters you have and your people 
wi o have been here could have told you is physically impossible for me. This makes me 
w nder how much attention you paid to what I wrote. 	 f.- 

The Act was paased in 199a. President took too long in created it. But what is 
ti ere to show for the existence of the board? 

3 suggest that you reread the letter you wrote me and ask yourself how I should 
ta.ce it and how other shouldiand in the future might if not would. After so long a time 
1 er I iixr wrote the board. Not hue you think you mant it but how others can feel 

car titled to interpret it. 

You have already undermiced yourselves with the agencies that have every reason 
it the world not to disclose what they have hot disclosed. The way you began is laughable 
u them. And how little they are concerned about you and what you can or will do of try 
t do with or about them is reflected in the contemptuous disregard of the board by the 
C in added violation of .;01A with respect to the assassinations in once again not 
re-ponding in any way when the Act requires response wit bin a stated perior oitime. 

14 am not talking sbout the board .Percing FOIA. Lam talking about the board's -,... 
i ifference to gross and deliberate violations of FOIA with regard to information that 
is withinOi the board's i,andate, may wind up being the most significant information re- 

-. 
1 -ing to the assassination and its investigation that hay exist. 

It may not have occured to any of you but under our political system, whatever 
ma,  be the intent 4 an assassin 4sassins, the reality is that it is a de facto coup 
d' tat. If this has to be explained 	are political infants. Yet here you are dancing 
ar and and asking me questions you should long a* have asked the agencies.Without 
re .lecting any perception of how they will interpret what you do and do not do, have not 
n t done and reflect no intent to make any real beginning of it. • 

You hav*afted what you propose to use as your guidlines, yourparamters, without 
la LM -'k' 4A-14 itrAn a/ visible effort to have learned this for yourselves. That you invited all the nuts, 

a-  entice Keystone Fops and a sic4sortment of others in terminal self-importance to 
ad ess you is window—dressing. It is not a reflection of a serious intent to make a 
se bus effort to meet your obligations. The best that can be said for what you have done 
is that itw4sted most of that time and to the degree you heeded most of it misled your—' 
se ves. One pf those 	whom you g-,akb a forum and the prestige$ it *ens to the other 
nu s is 36 undependable he could not even get the name of the member of the board whop 
qdt essed them straight. jt is from the memo he distributed that I got the wrong name and 
wr to the wrong member. From 

'1
pople like hith you can expect to learn at thing at all? I 



egret he is not the exception. 

The withheld information is held by agencies that have a long record of with-
h lding yet as of now there is no indication of any effort by the board to understand tit 
✓.coroll, -Lobe informed by it, to be prepared to meet its mission from knowledge and 
iderstanding. 

Have you made any real effort toA/learn what is or can be an assassination record 
other than some false and misleading FBI report on the work of its Lab? 

But eve q if you limit yourself to what the official agencies have defined as an 

a sassination record, do you know what any real effort to make publicly available 

w)at was to have been and instdad is secret inevitably means? Have you yet learned 

e ough about what you are supposed to be doing to be aware of the fact that it involves 
o ficial felonies? 

Take the prosectors' autipsy notes, for example. Have you yet learned that to the 
C mission Commender James J. 'Junes swore that he destroyed not his notes but the 
f rstrkaft of his proctocol while he swore to those i have always referred to as "the 
H use assassins" 	Fiat it was his notes that he destd/ And that when they 

eW from my Post Hortem if not from the publeshed Commission hearings that he had 
corn that it was the 	not the notes, he had destroyed. And when if from no other 
• urce that committee knew, from my Post Mortem that i had and published a series of 
✓ ceptions for those very notes. 

There is much more publicly available on this and there will be more in mycoming 
I TER AGAIN! but is this not enough to indicate the reality of those "investialons" 

ee !, d the of ix records that should exist and could not be more impbrtant historically? 

Have yo4 thought of what is inevitable if you take testimony from Humes in an effort 

t• learn what happened to his notes that were not where they were supposed to be when 

s arched for them at the Archives?Or what is inevitable if you dO not? 

The last thing this nation needs is another cause of national disenchantment. This 
especially true if you think back over the chiges since that assassination/ 

I wish it did not seem a ent to me that you are ling it inevitable. 
And yo , collectively, seem utterly oblivious of it. And how in our history you will 

-0-er remember
4:er it. 

How I wish this were not so! 

I would like-to be of as much help as an be. But before anyone can he helped he 

t want to be helped, Before any one can make an inquiry he must understand for himself 
d define to and for himself what he is inquiring into and how to at least begin. that 
inquiry, to have defined it clearly for himself. I do not see that this board ban done 

lelat. Before promulgating what would be published in The Federal 4gister. 

It weuld not have required much effort to learn who knew what he was talking about 
• old who did hot, who could inform tire boaild an w117?) could not. 1214;e I regard as huts 



d as even less dependable could have beer, invited to file,written statements instead 
being given such a forum for disinformation,w/stead ofH.iFia--arileA"g1 the board as they 

could not help doing. 

Such a beginning was at the very best amateurish. It was not serious however it may 
be described. 

It is not dlifficult to describe your letter to me, whatever you may have had in mind-
L-v1).4t am not making an accusation - as a veever the ass letter.) 

Belated as it is at that. 

12o me it reflects, again whatever the intent may be, bu
1
lt-in f _failure.

And that, to repeat myself, is the last thing this country needs. 
It ilnot what the nation. has been led to expect from you. 
I thought I'd finished when I Laid this aside in the hope that with a little time 

ssing I Might be more sensitive to the errors I cannot avoid in tyyping. Then I got 
y ur announcement of your Boston hearings. 

fly how you will benefit, how well your work will be outlined for you when you learn 
f om the man with another hook to promote C. itii" due in August) that it all turnd op/ 
wiat he has already xploited, the man who made himself an assassination alibi by rob- 
b ng a bank: this * that particular pvthology was the only way an alibi could be estab- 

vK 
I shed. This genius can now tell you leia1,That4  his coming :..book will be so helpful to 
you in your work, the answer to the question posed by his publisher in a twoage promo- 

-41 ton of it is his catalogue," Oould Lee Harvey Oswald have been programed' by our goveria- 
m nt to play his part in the murder." 

If hearing from him doestnot help pre ae you for you work so long in really getting 
s arced An perhaps you will get tat enrielment from the learned professor who could not 
e en' keep the mythologies straight h in his writing about what he imagines happened in 

,Orleans in the book that must have set a *ecord for thoroughgoing condemnations in 
er rebtews. 

And if tills is not enough to get you going on your belated beginning certainly 
y u will be helped by the coiner of the yankee and cowbdrythological solution to the 
c.ime of the century. This par-Lcular deep thinker and a few others organized what they 
r= ferred to an an "assassination information bureau" in which they laced the campuses 
w th more misinformation about the assassination and its investigations than any lecture 
b eau could have provided. 

If by any chance you interpret your mission as learning more about Oswald ad a per 
n rather than seeing to it that existing records are made available, you. can certainly 

1 arn about him from the woman whose publisher could not see anything in the book it con- 
t acted with her for so many :nars, until the subject got hot again, and then, when this 
w iter appeared on t TV with Oskelld's widow, the widow publicly contradicted- denied the 



earold 'Weisberg 

Sincerely, 
r. 

11• 

truth of what the writer said about Oswald. 

after all the months since your organization this reflects the knowledge and the 
derstandin,j you have achieved so Via:: you can meet your responsibilities to our his-

t ry and to yourselves. 

And once again, how do you think the agencies which have much to hide and for more 
tan throe decades have hidden it will understand your going to Boston to hold. la hearing 
a hear what such eeple can tell you? 

The professor whose quest was limited to the records the agencies already had in 
their public reading rooms, who made no real effort to bring any other information 

t light, can certainly enlighten you MH wit his "1J-testimony on identification and lo-
c tion of assassination records." 

he is eve, more qualified in this from his publishing meanings to those records he 
s w that are the exact opoosite or i4,'e meaings so clear in tPase records. One illus-
t.ation is in his book eupJosedly on the Bing assassination. Indispensible to his 
s holarly fiction is that the ail paid Ray off through too characters the name of one 
is pis scholar said had to be kept secret because that man live 	mortal terror if it were 
sclosed. as it wa- in the F1 I' reading room as a result of my Ca 75-1996 and as that 
holar learned from me when y gave him copies of that and related records. If this is 

no t illustrative enough about how welt he will inform ydu, lc t me lulow. There are many 
id.lar illustrations. 

When your railing came 1  had written that from what I know of what you are doing 
aid not doinE, "It is not what the nation has been led to expect from you." I think 
rhads I should also have said it is not what the Congress envisioned in crA4ting the 

board, and in the empowerment of the board to meet its mandate. 

Je do not take this time to offend you nor do I welcome this confirmation of what I 
h d written. I regret, it very much. I have taken this time in the hope of being helpful 
to you, again the plural intended;because 1 believe that what you are supposed to do is 
important to the nation, because I would like,  you to succeed in it, and because I will 

gret very much. if our history records another failure added to the long list Of offi-
o al failures and worse in the wake of the great tragedy that turned the country and the 
rld around. 

c: Jeremy Gunn 
Jim :fiesta* 
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SUBJECT: ASSASSINATION OF 
PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY 

ANDERSON advised SA ELDON RUDD is proceeding toDallas in time 
Naval Attache plane, a C-47, ID # 50752. It is due to arrive 
at Love Field at approximately 2 AK, 11/23/63. 
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